Quality matters

LINAK.COM/DESKLINE

The original

LINAK® products have set the standard for electric
height-adjustable desks in the office furniture
market. While companies may try to copy
our designs, they cannot copy the details, quality
characteristics and manufacturing processes
born from decades of experience and a passion
for excellence.
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Based on decades of experience, we know why
our customers partner with us:
• High quality and innovative solutions
• System reliability
• Trusted delivery/supply chain
• Knowledge and service

Only the best for everybody
LINAK® innovates continuously to improve its standard.
When we innovate, we offer innovation as a standard
feature available for all of our DESKLINE® customers.

Other innovations include our Anti-CollisionTM solutions
such as the column-integrated PIEZOTM sensor and our
external plug-in unit Desk Sensor 1. They detect furniture
obstructions, then halt and reverse to avoid collision.

Our recent innovations include the Desk Panel DPG series
and our Desk Control™ Apps, which are designed for
encouraging users to stand more during the day to improve
their health and productivity.

LINAK® offers the widest product product range for electric
adjustable desk systems on the market with almost unlimited
options for customisation.

With a focus on the environment, DESKLINE control boxes
use ZERO™ technology, meaning a low standby power
consumption, resulting in less emissions. Furthermore, most
of our components are PVC-freeTM .

DESKLINE systems are true systems where everything fits
– it is simply Plug & PlayTM. This means that columns are
compatible with all DESKLINE control boxes and all DESKLINE
controls – giving you optimum freedom to design.
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State-of-the-art production

State-of-the-art production facilities is one of the reasons that LINAK® actuators are of such high quality. We have an extraordinarily low
DPPM (defective parts per million), which is achieved with high quality components, semi-automatic state-of-the-art production, competent
and experienced personnel as well as rigorous testing. All of this translates into a high-quality product. At LINAK, we focus on LEAN
production, which ensures a minimum of waste. We continually optimise processes looking for new ways to improve.
To expedite delivery we have manufacturing plants in:
- Denmark
- The United States
- China
- Slovakia
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Cooperating to achieve excellence

LINAK® is the supplier of electric height-adjustable desks and we specialise in everything you need to build
an electric height-adjustable desk, from lifting columns, control boxes, controls and accessories such as
top frames and feet. Our expert DESKLINE® teams ensure compatibility on all levels to give you a complete
system from one supplier. We offer consistent speeds, excellent stability, forwards/backwards compatibility
and many optional upgrades.
Our products can make up a large and essential part of a desk. We therefore strive to ensure that LINAK
products complement your product and make your design possible, and to also present you with solutions
rather than limitations.
We continuously work with our partners, bringing new and innovative ideas to the marketplace. By keeping
engineering close to production, we easily implement new ideas and realise a quicker time to market.
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5-year warranty

As the leader in actuator technology, we have established a five-year warranty for manufacturing
defects on all our DESKLINE® products. As a market standard, there is 12-month warranty on
batteries.
We use high-quality components, state-of-the-art production, and the most demanding testing
standards in the industry to achieve excellent quality. This results in our extraordinarily low
DPPM (defective parts per million).
Because quality matters
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For further information about the DESKLINE® product programme
LINAK.COM/DESKLINE

LINAK® accepts no responsibility for possible errors or inaccuracies in catalogues, brochures, and other material. LINAK reserves the right to change its products without prior notice. LINAK cannot guarantee product availability and
reserve the right to discontinue the sale of any product. User is responsible for determining the suitability of LINAK products for a specific application. All sales are subject to the ‘Standard Terms of Sale and Delivery’, available on
LINAK websites.
LINAK and the LINAK logotype are registered trademarks of LINAK A/S. All rights reserved.

LINAK.COM

Innovation is in our core. We have the
curiosity to think innovatively and the
power to make it real on all levels.

We are responsible in what we do –
towards customers, employees and
environment. Creating trust and taking
care is in our DNA.

From global presence to local
understanding. We believe in
world-wide support and being
close to our customers.
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Built on state-of-the-art technologies
and refined processes by competent
people, you can expect the same quality
worldwide.

